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Figure 1. Seismometer

array

for mapping discrete

noise sources

originating

1972

in an under-

ground stream.

MAPPING UNDERGROUND STREAMS USING DISCRETE
NATURAL NOISE SIGNALS: A PROPOSED METHOD
By ARTHUR L. LANGE

Abstract
The proposed system for mapping karst streams utilizes natural noise pulses generated by
the moving waters. The signal is detected on the surface by an array of four seismometers,
then amplified and recorded
on magnetic tape or a chart recorder.
If high resolution
of
timing is used, it is possible to determine the location and depth of the source
the noise
pulses from the differences
in common phase
of favorable
signals. The method
is
recommended
for application
in conjunction with the acoustic tracking method described in
an earlier paper (LANGE, 1971).

or

Introduction
A technique is outlined here for mapping the course of an underground stream
from the surface. It is essentially a combination of the acoustic tracking method
described in LANGE (1971) and a procedure employed by seismologists forlocating the
foci of microearthquakes (LANGE, 1970; WESTPHAL & LANGE, 1967). Conventional
water-tracing techniques establish only the connectivity of accessible points, such as
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springs and swallets; the proposed
acoustic mapping approach,
on the other hand" mapsnot only the course of the stream, but depths to particular points along its course as well.
In this discussion, I refer to the previously described method as acoustic tracking and that
developed here as acoustic mapping.

Background
Acoustic tracking of karst streams can be accomplished through the monitoring of
stream noise along a surface grid of stations, by means of vertical-eomponem
seismometers
(geophones), seismic amplifiers and a recording apparatus-voltmeter
and
headphones or a magnetic tape or chart recorder (.LANGE, 1971). To be most effective
the survey commences at a known point on the stream course, such as a swallet or
resurgence,
and proceeds
downstream
or upstream,
respectively,
over the unknown
portion
of the system. Movement
of the water underground
produces characteristic
sounds that propagate through the rock.and in <I nearly homogeneous
reek medium yield
their maximum response directly over the axis of the stream. The distribution of sound
level as mapped provides an approximate
plan of the stream course. This procedure,
embellished
with spectral analysis, is currently being applied to the mapping of the noise
of underground
steam
reservoirs
in the exploration
for geothermal
energy sources

(CLACY, 1968).

Although the acoustic tracking method offers potentially
more information
on the
path of an underground
stream than do conventional spore- and dye-tracing experiments,
it has disadvantages that to date have not been assessed quantitatively.
These include
interference
from wind noise, traffic,
and surface-stream
sound.
Furthermore,
the
amplitude
distribution
along the surface may be poorly defined, due in part to variations
in the lithology of travel paths and seismometer coupling with the ground.
Arandelovic
(l969)
proposed
mapping karst streams by introducing delayed time
bombs into the stream at a swallet ; then locating the point of detonation
using a seismic
array on the surface. This method is limited to systems having a known and unobstructed
swallet, and it assumes that entrapment
or impounding does not occur to a substantial
distance underground.

In my discussion of Arandelovic ' proposal, 1 described an array of seismometers
that has been extensively used during ten years of mapping earthquake
aftershocks
and
low level seismicity (WESTPHAL
& LANGE, 1967, 1970). The array consists of four
vertical-component
seismometers
arranged in a nearly horizontal
V-pattern, with the
middle sensor located as nearly over the likely SOurce center as possible (Figure 1). The
signal from a close-in shock usually consists or a sharp break initiating the recognizable
oscillation
of the compressional
wave followed by the superimposed
longer period
signature of the shear wave. If the array is asymmetrical with respect to the source, the
first break or a common point on the first cycle of the compressional
wave arrives at each
seismometer
at slightly different
times (Figure 2). These stepout times are then measured
on the seismic record and entered into the simultaneous
equations
(l and 2) of LANGE
(1970) to compute the horizontal coordinates and depth of the earthquake hypocenter.
In these equations, constant seismic velocity or homogeneous
lithology is assumed-e
condition
that is generally valid over bedrock with little overburden,
and particularly
valid over horizontally bedded rock.
Acoustic

mapping

If one listens with headphones

and art amplifier to water running underground,
he
hears, superimposed on the general rushing sound, characteristic
rumblings and distinct,
irregular
"thumps
and plunks",
such as are sometimes
heard in approaching
a
subterranean
waterfall via a cave passage. Regardless of the origin of the sounds-moving
rocks in the stream bed, turbulence,
cavitation-it
is their identifiable
spikelike nature
that is essential to acoustic mapping. When the noise pulses are detected on the surface by
an array of seismometers
and correlated
among traces of the seismic record, their time
separations
can be treated in the manner of seismic shocks and the location and depth of
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figure 2. A hypothetical

seismogram
depicting a sound pulse on four channels, such as
might be received by the array of Figure 1. The timing pulses occur every 0.01 sec.
Correlated points on the traces are indicated by arrows.

the noise sources computed (Figure 1). Accuracy will depend on the clarity, coherence,
and time resolution of the records, and will be greatest for sources located within the
perimeter of the array. If seismometer separations arc on the order of a hundred meters, I
estimate that sources can be located within 2 or 3 meters. The array spacing must be
adapted to the strength of signal received. Difficulties in picking the corresponding phases
and subtracting out the noise are anticipated in some cases. There one may have to resort
to filtering and cross-correlation
in order to resolve the traces.
Resolution of the seismic traces for closely-spaced seismometers demands careful
time calibration. All traces should be recorded on the same tape or paper chart along with
a time standard such as a crystal-controlled oscillator. Relative time only is required. One
may measure internal time discrepancies between channels by mounting all seismometers
together On a pad, turning down the gain and tapping on the pad while recording. Any
differences that appear must be corrected in field measurements.
Because the natural
noise signals can be expected to arrive within a few milliseconds of each other, tape and
chart speeds should be selected so as to provide this kind of resolution. By playing back
the magnetic tape slowly and recording the output at a fast chart speed, excellent
separations can be displayed (Figure 2).
The proposed acoustic mapping system possesses several advantages:
1) Points along the underground stream course can be mapped in both horizontal
position and depth.
2) Signals originating from an underground stream can be resolved from those of a
surface stream; the latter would yield very shallow source determinations along a known
course.
3) One array is sufficient to map all discrete sources within its perimeter; hence,
only one or a few setups would be necessary for most surveys.
43
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The acoustic mapping system does require more elaborate
that used in acoustic tracking alone. In practise, however, it seems
an acoustic tracking survey prior to mapping, in order to provide an
response along which to design arrays. In conclusion it is my hope
access to seismic

instrumentation

will be sufficiently

stimulated

out the necessary experiments. J welcome correspondence
whatever assistance I can to transform
this conjecture

instrumentation
than
advisable to conduct
approximate locus of
that someone having

by this outline

to carry

on such an endeavor and offer
into a working tool for karst

exploration.
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MIOTKE, FRANZ~DIETER & ARTHUR N. PALMER (1972). Genetic Relationship
between Calles and Londfonns ill the Mammoth Calle National Park Area, A Preliminary
Report. Bohler, wurzburg, 69p., 58 figures, map.
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Franz-Dieter
Miotke and Arthur
N. Palmer have prepared
a short, beautifully
illustrated,
monograph as a preliminary
report of their ongoing research in the Centra!
Kentucky
Karst. They present a considerable
amount of new field and laboratory data
plus a strongly reasoned argument
to support the thesis that terrace remnants and other
horizontally
extended erosional
landforms
and cave passages in the Mammoth Cave
National Park area are genetically
related to stable stages of the Barren and Green Rivers
during their downcutting
history.
That erosional surfaces of a given elevation on the
ground
are related to cave levels of similar elevation underground,
and' that both are
related to a stable stage of the master surface rivers in the area has long been the accepted
hypothesis
as summarized most recently by Whit.e,et al. (1970). This hypothesis has l10JW
been tested wit.h preliminary
confirmatory
conclusions by Miotke's
work in assembling
the surface data and by Palmer's careful leveling in the caves. They have been able to
show decisively that large elliptical
trunk passages correlate with long periods of very
little downcutting
by the master surface rivers, and that narrow, canyon passages corrc ..
late with. times of rapid entrenchment
of the surface rivers. A consequence
of their
correlations
(that they do not draw) is confirmation of the Swinnerton
(1932) hypothesis
that major caves in this area formed between the high and low level marks of a fluctuating
water table. They conclude:
"The gentle, uniform gradients
of trunk passages in the
cave (sic) suggests that the majority of their enlargement
has taken place near the top of
the phreatic
zone.
Attainment
of a large passage width has consequently
required a
long period of ground-water
stability
at or near base level." (p. 65). The Miotke arid
Palmer work aids in disconf'inning
the hypothesis that there are or have ever been major
cave passages at levels below the entrenched
bottoms of the master' rivers, although their
evidence firmly implies this conclusion.
Specifically, support of the Swinnerton hypothesis is found in Palmer's demonstration
that major passage levels are independent
lithologic
controls, and in Miotke's water analyses that show that water which reaches

or
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the top of the phreatic zone in the Mammoth Cave area is still highly aggressive. Aggressive
water at the top of the phreatic zone would form cave passages that crosscut lithology
and structure, which is what the known passages in the Mammoth Cave area do.
Because their conclusions
have so long been taken to be common-although
largely
undemonstrated-knowledge,
it is worthwhile to analyze their argument in detail. There
is a boldness of argument
and assumption
in this monograph
that has not appeared
previously
in the American karst literature. It has long been established that horizontal
erosion
surfaces such as terraces are related to the downcutting
stages of master rivers.
The usual procedure for identifying
and correlating erosion surfaces is to move from
major terrace or pediment surfaces
to minor surfaces, and perhaps even to cave passages,
always arguing from actual connections
or at least only across gaps and along level Jines
that 3H'l obvious. Miotke and Palmer have in fact gone the other direction. Despite the
presentational order of their text, rather than attempting
to demonstrate
that cave
passage levels are related to major erosion surfaces, they assume that this is the case. Then
the logical order of their argument
is from the areally confined. but largely intact cave
passage levels to the claim that are ally quite extensive but highly eroded, disrupted, and
locally small terrace remnants
are the results of the same base control that established
the level of the cave passages. Then they place the Mammoth
Cave area in the much
larger context of Ohio River (and preglacial Teays River) drainage, and show that Mammoth Cave area cave passage and terrace levels are comparable
to major erosion levels
associated
wit], the Ohio and Teays Rivers. Then the argument
is that because (by
assumption)
the cave passage and terrace remnant levels in the Mammoth Cave area tnust
be related to a major erosion surface control, and because these levels in general match
the major Ohio and Teays River erosion surface levels; therefore, both the cave passage
and the terrace remnant
levels of the Mammoth Cave area are genetically related to
stable stages of Ohio and Teays River downcutting.
The major
nants. It remains
beds and/or that
that in his final
that are supported

break in this argument
concerns the surfaces taken to be terrace remto be demonstrated
that these surfaces do not represent local resistant
the gravels on them are not remnants of resistant beds. It is anticipated
report Miotke will give detailed field evidence for terrace attributions
in this preliminary
report primarily by inference
from theory.

I have given the implicit assumptions
and the logical order of Miotke and Palmer's
argument
at such length for two reasons. First, both the title of their monograph and the
order of their presentation
are potentially
misleading. It is not the genetic relationship
between caves and Iandforrns in the Mammoth Cave area that is their main subject so
much as the genetic relation of both of these to the controlling
regional episodes of Ohio
and Teays River downcutting.
And, finally, I want to expose the boldness of their main
assumption
because I agree with it, and because it is time to state a main principle of
karst geomorphology
that Americans
have long been too timid to credit: Cave passage
levels are very often results of the same base level controls that form terraces and other
erosion surfaces. Miotke and Palmer have used this principle to draw together the results
of some extensive field and laboratory
investigations to make an important statement
about caves and landforms in the Ohio River Valley.
However, I cannot close without pointing out two errors of generalization
in
Miotke's
presentation.
He says that "There is no evidence that a linear pattern of shafts
has developed in response to the headward erosion of the valleys" (p. to). It may be that
the evidence for headward erosion
by vertical shaft development
is not conclusive, but
there is certainly more evidence that it does take place than that it does not. More serious
is Miotke's misunderstanding
of Pchl's (1955) assertion that " ... all but a few known
vertical shafts of the Kentucky
area are located at or near the edges of the plateaus and
with but few exceptions they lie near the heads of surface valleys" (quoted by Miotke,
p. 10). A glance at Pohl's map and at Quinlan's (J 969 revised) map that includes the
results of J 5 more years of fieldwork after. Pohl's shows this relation to be pervasive.
Miotke's map (Figure j 2) shows only 7 of the approximately
200 known vertical shafts
in M::I11Ull0th Cave National Park. Moreover, his map is without
a scale, but the shafts
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shown on it are not "several hundred meters down-valley from the nearest exposure of
sandstone"
as he claims, but at most a hundred meters or less; quite within the prove"
nence of Pchl's "at or Ilcaf the edges of the plateau". Further, Miotke's map shows a linear
pattern of shafts up a valley, and in fact docs not show all the shafts known in this area,

one of which lies directly under the truncation line of the sandstone caprock. The section

of Quinlan's map that shows Floating Mill Hollow shows a pattern that would seem to
confirm the hypotheses,
both of linear development and of headward erosion. It may be
a moot point, but Miotke's firm denial of the Pohl thesis is quite unjustified. Part of the
misunderstanding
here lies In the difference of definition
of valley area. PoW defines it
lithologically
along the line of sandstone/limestone
contact where the caprock has been
eroded away. In Figure 8, Miotke shows the valley area defined morphologically
along a
contour
line not indicated on his map, but which appears to be at about 230m (750 ft).
The sandstone contact varies with the slight dip, but is more often below than above
210m (700 ft). The main point, however, is that Pohl's thesis does not demand exact
conformation
of shaft line with sandstone contact. As Miotke says, "the development
of
vertical shafts can involve a more complex genesis than is commonly
recognized "(p. 10).
Let me conclude by saying that, to a long-time worker in the Central Kentucky
Karst, many of Miotke's statements
seem idiosyncratic
and unsupported.
For example,
he says that "Because the caves in Mammoth Cave National Park depend mainly upon
surface valleys for their recharge, there is a strong relationship
between the valleys and
the underlying cave (Figure 9)" (p. 10). Figure 9, however, is purely hypothetical
and
presents a pattern that is worth considering but that has not as yet been exhibited in the
Mammoth
Cave Area. Miotke's Figures 8, [0, and 11, which are from maps of the caves,
show major passages not related to the valleys as in Figure 9, but in the case of at [east
J 0 major trunk passages cross-cutting
valley alignment
for long distances. Further, the
water table on the Mammoth
Cave Plateau receives most of its immediate recharge from
vertical shafts that are related to the valleys, to be sure, but it is not the valleys that
provide the recharge. Further,
perhaps 90% of the known cave passages lie well above
the present water table, and the plateau vaJley area is today far greater in areal extent
than it was during the solution of the major trunk passages. These major trunk passages
do not follow valley lines, and in fact none are known to exist under major valleys today.
Finally, perhaps 75% of the recharge area is not on the Mammoth
Cave Plateau at all, but
on the Sinkhole Plain to the south.
So J am from Missouri and say show me. However, it must be remembered that the
monograph
under review is a preliminary
report. I ask that this review also be taken as
preliminary,
and look forward to a long and profitable discussion with Miotke and Palmer
on these points.
References
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O. H. TRUMAN (1888 -1972)
Orley H. Truman was best known for his scientific achievements in geophysics and
astronomy, but he will be remembered as well for his enthusiastic support 01' archaeology
and speleology in North America. He was born July 9, 1888 in Iowa Falls, Iowa, and
attended Iowa University, where he obtained an M.S. degree in 1912. He taught mathematics and astronomy at GraceJand College, Iowa, for two years; then worked as an
astronomer under Professer Lowell at Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona, where he
participated in the Lowell expedition to Brazil in 1918, testing the Einstein theory of
gravitation. In 1924 he joined Humble Oil as geophysicist and continued in this profession
until he retired in 1935. In astronomy he developed fast-nebular spectrography and a
new process for photographing Mars; in geophysics, he is remembered for his invention
of the Truman gravimeter-the
first practically successful gravity meter.
With retirement, O.H. Truman undertook even more varied pursuits that reflect his
universal curiosity of man and nature. Travels in Europe kindled in him a fascination
with the origins of mankind and particularly with the enigmas surrounding early man's
appearance in the Western Hemisphere. I recall also his dedicated inquiries into the
physics of internal combustion engines and his mathematical analysis of the ancient
crossbow. But it was through the exploration of caves that several young speleologists
from Stanford first became acquainted with "Lee" Truman in 1951.
At that time we were conducting explorations in Moaning Cave and other Indian
burial caves of California's Mother Lode. Lee Truman had visited certain of these sites
and upon learning of our work hoped that we might uncover further clues to man's prehistory in the West. His generous support and stimulation resulted in other archaeological
and paleontological excavations in Moaning and Samwel Caves and Cave of Skulls in
California. He extended his interest and support to all aspects of speleology, and became
a founder and first President of the Western Speleological Institute of Santa Barbara.
Through the Institute he financed studies of early man in Nevada and the relationship of
mammoth and human remains on Santa Rosa Island by Phil Orr. He supported speleological explorations in the western U.S. by R. deSaussure, George Mowat and myself. These
resulted in the discovery and excavation of Grand Canyon caves containing split-twig
figurines, representative of a previously undefined culture, determined to be 3600 years
old. His lively interest in these matters continued throughout his later years. To a great
extent, Cave Research Associates and this journal owe their existence to his encouragement and support.
Orley Truman died on October 8, 1972, following a brief illness. In his letters over
the years he was fond of quoting Geothe. I do so here, but not as a cynical Faust; rather
in gratitude and tribute to his memory:
Mein Freund, die Zeiten der Vergangenheit
Sind uns ein Buch mit sieben Seigeln,
Was ihr den Geist der Zeiten heisst,
Das ist im Grund der Herren eigner Geist,
In dent die Zeiten sich bespiegeln.
In translation:

My friend, the days of history
make up a book with seven seals.
What you call the spirit of an age
is in reality the spirit of those men
in which their time's reflected, *
Arthur L. Lange

"Feust,

Part

I, translated

by

Peter

Salrn, Bantam

Books,

New

York,

1962.
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FROM THE CURRENT LITERATURE
Edited by JAMES F. QUINLAN
ALEY, THOMAS 1., JAMES 1-1. WILLiAMS,
& JAMES W. MASSELLO
(1972), Groundwater
contamination
and sinkhole collapse. Missouri Geological Survey and Waler Resources. Engineering
Geology Series. 5: 1-32. (Available for $0.75 from the Survey at Box 250, Rolla, MO. 65401.)
A very useful review of the literature
on the origin of anthropogenic
sinkhotea-uiose
karstrelated sinks which occur or are triggered by the activities of man-and
a documentation
of 20 cases of
land collapse in Missouri. Although
8 of these collapses were apparently
not anthropogenic,
1:?:have
been related
to sewage lagoons,
leaky impoundments,
and other construction
that have changed
groundwater
regimens. The flooding of <In area results 1I0t only in the addition
of a surcharge load
but also an Increase in soil plasticity
with consequent loss of strength, and a new hydrologic regimen
in which finer soil panicles can be flushed into ano from crevices in bedrock.
-·JFQ
COMITE
(1971).

NATIONAL
DE GEOGRAPHIE,
COMMISSION
DES PHENOMENES
KARSTlQUES
Actes du Cotlcque
de Karstclogle
et de Spcleologie,
Paris, 19.7[. Association de Gee.
211-287. (Available for 6 fr. from the Association at 191 rue

graphes Francais, Bulletin 389-390:
Saint-Jacques,
Paris 5e).

A collection of nine papers
cipi tation, CO2 1Il cave atmospheres,
eRA VEN, S.A. (1970).

on the solubility of calcite and dolomite,
karst hydrology, and karst in Cambodia.

India underground.

Himalayan Journal 29: 17-35,

j

kinetics

of calcite

!"~

._ FQ

969.

This is the most comprehensive
summary of the literature
on cave, in India. The numerous
man-made
caves or temples hewn in bedrock
(chiefly basalt) in western India arc deliberately omitted.

-JFQ
LYON, JOHN (1970).
Isis 61: 68-84.

The

search

for

fossil

man:

cinq personages

a

la recherche

du temps

perdu.

An essay concerned with the work of several relatively obscure but gifted geologists-cchiefly
Jouannet,
McEnery, Tournul, de Serres, and de Christol-in
the first 40 years of the 19th Century and
their conversion
from, .or obduracy
in, the accepted physico-theological
belief that uo genuine human
bones or ar titacts hud been or could be found in association With the rem aim of extinct fauna. The
correctness
of such a belief and the Mosaic chronology was being championed
by such dominating
figures as the brillant paleontologist
Georges Cuvier and the enunent geologist William Buckland (who
later recanted).
All of this occurred a generation
before the rest of the scientific
community recognized
the co-extstance
of man with extinct species. Insight-as
revealed by their letters and publications-is
given into the philosophical
oonfficts
of these five pioneering excavators
and interpreters
of cave
sediments
as they attempted to resolve what they could sec with what they knew they were supposed
to see. An interesting paper on the history of speleological studies.
-JFQ
THAILKILL,
683-695.

JOHN

(1971).

Carbonate

deposition

in Carlsbad

Caverns . Journal of Geology

'79:

Parugenetic
and chemical evidence
indicate that calcite, aragonite,
and hydromagnesite
form
directly
from solution; dolomite
forms from aragonite and hydromagne
site ; huutite, from hydromagnesite: and some calcite forms from aragonite.
Aragonite deposition
is inferred
to be favored by a
high Mg/Ca ratio. In some roo InS, CaC03
deposition occurs exclusively
through CO, degassing; elsewhere, a typical condition is 60% CO2 loss and 40% evaporation,
as indicated
by the changing Mg
content
of the remaining water. Unless the current value for the free energy of hydromagnesite
is too
high by several kilocalories, or the Mg/C<l ratio is far higher than any measured
in Carlsbad Caverns,
the solution depositing the hydromagnesite
must have had its CO2 content
reduced to several orders of
magnitude
below that o! the surface atmosphere.
-GWM
ZADOROZI-INAYA,
L.P. & SUPRYCHEV,
V.A., (971).
Gipergennyy
karbunatapaut
(podoltt) iz
zapolnitclya
kar stovikh polostei
ver khneyurskikh
izvestnyakov
Gornogo
Kryma (Supergene
curhonate-apatite
[podolitel
from cave deposits in Jurassic limestone
of the Crimean Mountains),
Akademia Nallk SSSR Doklady 199 (5); [142-1[45,
1971; Englisll
translation,
Academy of
Sciences USSR, Doklady, Eartll Sciences Section 199: 111-114,
1972
Unusu<ll grey, lemon-ycllow,
amber, and brown sphericaHo"cyhndrical
cave pearls occur in two
Crimean
cuve,. They range from 0.1 to 30mffi 111dlUtT1eter and uverage 5mffi. Xruy diffractIOn analysis
shows them to be composed
of the carbol1ate-upatite
mineral known in the USSR us podoJite,
but
better
known m the mineralogical
literature
us dahllite. The presence
of rodent teeth, bones, and
feces within some specimens suggests that such material acted us the nuclei for the secondary concen·
tration
of ullcium phosphate
by reaction
with seeping water. The reactions
involved are given and
briefly discussed.
-GWM
CONTRIBUTORS:
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